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 The Influence of the Gold Supply on Prices and Profits. By SIR
 DAVID BARBOUR, K.C.S.I., IK.C.M.G. (London: Macmillan
 and Co. 1913. Pp. xii+104. Price 3s. 6d. net.)

 SIR DAVID BARBOUR is too well known, both as a practical
 financial expert and as a writer on monetary problems, to need
 any introduction, but it may be well to remind the younger
 generation that he was one of the most active members of the
 Royal Commission on Gold and Silver which reported in 1888,
 and was Financial Member of the Council of the Governor-General
 of India from 1888 to 1893, in which latter year he was responsible
 for the closure of the Indian Mints. Sir David Barbour has had
 the advantage of living through most important currency changes
 of modern times; and he has throughout taken as his master
 Ricardo. The present book is an application of Ricardo's principles
 and methods to modern monetary conditions. The basic idea
 appealed to is that the relative exchange values of commodities
 are determined by real causes, and that relative prices, when time
 is allowed, must be adjusted to relative values. No doubt the
 qualification-" when time is allowed "-is of the greatest practical
 importance, because one set of changes may not have produced its
 full effect before other influences may be brought into action. In
 the old phraseology the readjustment of prices expresses a tendency
 which is liable to be counteracted. It follows from the general
 principle that if, owing to an increase in the supply of gold, prices
 rise in one part of the system of gold-standard countries, the
 influence of the rise must be diffused through the rest of the
 system, otherwise there would be a real disturbance of relative
 values, and the balance of trade would be upset. In other words,
 gold must be so distributed through the gold-using countries that
 trade will be carried on on the same terms as if any other measure
 of values (or none) were adopted. We have been told recently
 that the bill on London is the currency of the world, and that in
 1912 bills on London reached the total of ?1,805 millions
 sterling, as against a total export and import trade of ?1,231
 millions. The bill on London is the world's currency because
 in the last resort it can be met with gold. In fact, the
 gold is seldom asked for, but the whole system rests on the
 metallic basis. Some economists in recent years have been so
 much impressed by the magnitude of credit instruments of all
 kinds-for, after all, the bill on London is only a small part of
 the show-that they have supposed the effect of the gold supplies
 on prices is negligible, and that representative money, as Jevons
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 called it, is of overwhelming importance. This is only the old
 fallacy of inconvertible paper in another form. The lesson of the

 1907 crisis in the United States ought to have shown, even to
 the most modern of the moderns, that gold is the foundation-
 stone of the whole building. We have been taught by Cournot
 and his successors that continuity is the soul of economics. The
 principle can be applied to gold and credit. Between the absolute
 inconvertibility of the old assignats and the deferred or suspended

 or impeded convertibility of the latest gold-exchange standard'
 there are only insensible gradations. Sir David Barbour has done
 well to recall the old teaching of the greatest (save one) of masters

 of those who know; for, next to Adam Smith, David Ricardo is
 still the most energising of writers on economics, especially on

 matters of currency. He had lived through the period of the Bank
 Restriction and knew "the meaning of money," both in practice

 and in theory. The second David has adopted not only the matter,
 but the manner of the elder. The argument is put in the tersest

 possible words, and the reader is often left to make his own
 hypothesis according to the sense of the context. But there is
 never any doubt as to the meaning, if the reader will take the
 trouble to follow the argument. And the argument is well worth
 following; it puts old truths unashamedly, though it does not
 pretend that there is no more to be said on the difficulties of
 periods of transition. It shows very clearly that even the latest
 bankilng business needs a skeleton, and that gold is the anatomy
 which must support the matchless complexions of credit.

 At the present time, when a good deal of the older learning
 on money is neglected, this re-statement of the central positions
 with applications to actual conditions ought to be of great value,
 and from this point of view the lucid brevity of the writer is
 to be greatly commended.

 J. SHIELD NICHOLSON

 Etudes sur la formation et le mouvement des prix. By MARCEL
 LENOIR. (Paris: Giard et Briere. 1913. Pp. viii. + 201.)

 THE first part of this book deals theoretically with the deter-
 mination of price. On the demand side a start is made with the
 most fundamental of facts as they are passed over from the
 psychologist to the economist. The procedure in its general lines
 is not unlike that of Mr. Johnson in a recent volume of this

 1 The relation of the gold-exchange standard to the scheme suggested by Ricardo
 in his Proposcas for an Economical and Secure Currency is not touched on by Sir
 David Barbour in the present work, and is a matter of considerable difficulty.
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